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**A quiet evening amid the books of the**

**Nation, and away from the noise of the**

**street, a visitor may escape the confusion of**

**the outside world and find in the pages of**

**the Nation a refuge for the intellect and a**

**source of comfort and inspiration.**

**NEWTON'S RUN THROUGH HURSA.

**A途中 through Hurst: The Story of a**

**Trip to Coastland, by W. W. Newton.**

**The nation is a weekly journal of literature, art, and**

**politics.**

**Better late than never, then, when the**

**list of books that we read and review is quite**

**long, and when we feel that the need for an**

**outlet for thought and expression is more pressing**

**than ever,**

**we turn to the pages of the Nation.**

**The Nation was founded in 1865 by**

**James Gordon Bennett, Jr., and has been**

**published continuously since then.**

**It is published weekly on Saturdays,**

**and is distributed throughout the United States.**

**The Nation is known for its high**

**quality of writing and its commitment to**

**freedom of speech and the press.**

**It has been a champion of free thought and**

**liberty of expression for over 150 years,**

**and its contributors have included many of the**

**most prominent figures in American**

**intellectual and literary life.**

**The Nation is a source of inspiration for**

**readers who are interested in literature,**

**art, politics, and the humanities.**

**It is a place where ideas are explored and**

**discussed in depth, and where readers can**

**engage in thoughtful and informed**

**conversation.**

**The Nation is a valuable resource for**

**those who are interested in understanding**

**the world around them and in shaping the**

**future.**

**The Nation is a testament to the power of**

**words and ideas to unite and inspire,**

**and it continues to be a vital force in the**

**world of culture and thought today.**

**end.